
 

Can solar energy help save Greece?

August 14 2013

What happens to renewable energy programs in a country that gets
whacked by a full-scale debt crisis, like the one that struck Greece
beginning in 2009—do the programs whither and die in the winds of
austerity? And how do people view such programs when many of them
can't afford to heat their houses?

The answers to these two questions are actually linked, according to a
new analysis in the Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy, which
is produced by AIP Publishing.

Renewable energy programs, particularly solar, may be more relevant
than ever in Greece and could lower domestic energy costs while
providing an export commodity that would help to ameliorate the 
economic crisis—but only if public concerns are addressed, according to
Daniel Knight of the London School of Economics, who did the analysis
with Sandra Bell of Durham University in the U.K.

Knight and Bell found that one of the major unmet challenges facing the
solar industry in Greece is a public that has become dubious of programs
that involve international companies, foreign government and banking
forces outside their borders. Addressing those public concerns is crucial
to realizing solar's potential, said Knight.

"It is necessary to understand not only the role of government policy but
also to think about social relations and historical consciousness among
Greeks," Knight said.
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Perspective on the Greek Street: What Policy Makers
Need to Understand

When the global recession spilled over up into a full-scale national debt
crisis in 2010, Greece was squeezed by oil and gas prices that were
reaching record highs while household incomes were falling fast. Parts
of the country were returned to pre-modernity almost overnight, Knight
said.

The effects of the crisis as felt were also profound. Today many Greeks
can no longer afford to run cars, cook dinner or heat their homes, and
last winter people regularly burned old furniture, clothes and plastics to
stay warm. The illegal harvesting of firewood is rampant and
environmentally-destructive lignite ('dirty coal') is the primary source of
energy in Greece, he added.

Applying the methods of anthropology research, Knight lived with locals
in central Greece for extended periods over the past two years to
understand the influence of communities on renewable energy initiatives
in Greece and both he and Bell interviewed homeowners, farmers, local
government officials, engineers and renewable energy entrepreneurs,
scrubbed archives and tracked media stories.

Many of the people they spoke with, including some energy providers
and wholesalers, acknowledge that Greek solar initiatives in their current
form are unsustainable and that policy changes will be needed in the
future. But they also found that the government and the European Union
(EU) as a whole are very poor at communicating policy to the local level,
leaving people to discover energy initiatives by word of mouth.

Historically this has caused solar power to be clouded by suspicion, as
many mainstream Greeks have feared that a rapidly privatizing energy
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sector would come to exploit them. Some people they spoke with said
that they already felt compelled to put solar panels on their agricultural
land, due to strict EU, International Monetary Fund and European
Central Bank austerity measures.

These sorts of fears are not helped by overlapping national and EU
policies that are changing constantly, Knight said, and a general failure
to communicate such changes to people at the local level.

"Resistance to renewable energy programs and policies is often deeply
rooted in local history and culture," Knight said, "and this context must
be appreciated if solar initiatives are to be successful and sustainable in
the long-term."

  More information: The article, "Pandora's Box: photovoltaic energy
and economic crisis in Greece" by Daniel Knight and Sandra Bell
appears in the Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy. 
dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4807477
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